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About This Game

An unсommon puzzle game with a story!
This game is about the brave adventurer Archaeologist John, who explores ancient ruins all around the world. You will see a
series of fascinating puzzles - clamping plates, closed doors, teleports and death traps make the entangled mazes even more

difficult.
You will need full power of your intellect to collect all the treasures and find the ancient artifacts before the insidious villain

Hans von Typischerbösewicht!
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Features:

Braincracking puzzles - for those who know how to work with his head, not with the spinal cord.

Rare gameplay - the character can move vertically or horizontally, but only from wall to wall at a time. For those who are
tired of the endless clones of clones of clones and dreams of trying something new.

Adventure story - humorous comments of the protagonist will not let you get bored and rest after another intense level.

Locations around the world - search for treasures in deserts of Egypt, explore the ruins of medieval Europe. There is
different scenery, different story and different reward in each chapter.

All the sceneries are hand painted and detailed with love.
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Title: Maze Of Adventures
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
OCP, Yuri Chuchmay
Publisher:
OCP
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian
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A great addition just in time for halloween.. Can`t use it with ps4 controller :( Spent 3 hours trying to get it to work and now i
can`t even refund :( :( It`s not a bad game though.... I stumbled upon this vn a while ago, got really curious about it and added it
to my wishlist. Surprisingly, it went on sale a few weeks afterwards, so I just had to buy it. And here I am after sitting through it
for 3 days to say how surprised I am with it. I did not expect to enjoy it as I did. So, I would like to say that I only experienced 1
crash on this game after having been playing it for a bunch of hours. Aside from that, it ran smoothly.

\u2606Story
I see this as a coming of age story, because the characters do some amazing development along the way. It has a lot of routes and
side stories that I enjoyed throgoutedly. The writing is on point, I really loved it. This vn also deals with PTSD, the way it was
handled felt really nice as well. I felt enthralled by the way the story developed, the plot twists and the ending were really nice as
well. Even the characters I liked the least, I still enjoyed their routes. It felt like everything was perfectly placed together, and
that it need to be fully read so you can have the best experience.

\u2606Characters
I really liked the MC, she has a nice personality and she develops differently in each route. She was nicely written, and I like
how she acts in most of the routes. How her connection with the guys change her, the impact it has on her and on her feelings. I
really liked 3 out of the 5 male characters. Hikage was by far my favorite, I thought his was the best route. I love this kind of
character. And ever since I laid my eyes on him I knew I would like him. Yamato's route was very nicely written, I loved the
development of his character and the plot felt very natural as well. Monshiro was really sweet. In the other hand Kagiha and
Karasuba annoyed the hell out of me. Their routes were ok, the writing was good. For Kagiha I can kind of understand him a
little better, but Karasuba I just thoughoutly disliked. His personality annoyed me and I could not get attached to him.

\u2606Art
The art feels very solid and beautiful, I had a hard time holding myself back not to take too many screenshots (and kind of
failed miserably). I loved the characters designs, they reminded me of Amnesia: Memories. The CGs are really beautiful,
Yamato is so handsome oh my.

\u2606Music
The music is nice and fits most of the scenes, but can become somewhat repetitive after a while.

A solid 8\/10. I really do recomend this vn for anyone who likes mystery, drama and coming of age stories.

How can you forgive yourself for the things you've done? How can you forgive yourself for the person you did not become?.
Got it just for the Celica and McLaren, Seriously Kuno's needs to start dropping us some Hot Hatch's or 80's\/90 Icons. Lotus
Carlton? , Sierra\/Escort RS Cosworth? ,Lancia Delta Intergrale, Nissan Pulsar GTR?, New Mini Cooper JCW?, Ford Focus
RS(2000) ,Subaru Imprezza P1\/RB5\/22B, Mitsubishi Lancer II, Vauxhall\/Opel Astra GTE , Pugeot 205\/309. Come on
Kuno's deliver us some normal road cars and stop dropping GT\/Super\/Racing Cars.. I saw the early version of this game
released at Revision 2015 as part of the games compo, and it captivated the entire audience. The whole hall was erupting with
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laughter as players attempted to solve the puzzles. The next day I couldn't walk anywhere without seeing someone playing it,
whether in the main hall, down in the tunnel, or anywhere else.

In this game your task is to urinate "magic fixing fluid" into electric wires. Your controls are something akin to QWOP, with
individual control of the separate legs. Each level requires progressively more and more precision and speed. Feel like you want
a bigger challenge than the traditional modes? Try speedy mode! Still not satisfied? Try DRNK mode, where your controls are
drunk and German swear words are randomly shouted at you.

This game is hilarious fun. It's simple, well polished, and silly. My only minor complaint is that without an Xbox controller the
UI is a little awkward, since the control hints aren't translated for keyboard. Once you work them out (WASD for left leg,
up\/down\/left\/right for right leg, space = A, escape = B, C = cheat\/Y) it still plays great on the keyboard though.

If you like puzzle games that don't take themselves too seriously, or just want a laugh, buy it. At the listed price it's worth every
penny and more.
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Got the game on sale for 0,99€. It's unfinished and feels like crap. And that's what it is. I spent 0,99€ on crap. Don't do it, you
can get crap for free too.. No controller support anymore for some reason?. This is one of the few Touhou-related games I have
played, and honestly, for what it's worth, it's a pretty good experience.

The best experience is probably - well, best, if you play a few of the Touhou games before this, but... This is pretty fun!

It was tough to get used to the controls at first, but after a few hours of practising and grinding at stage 3 (you'll find out why,
trust me), but all in all, it's an enjoyable package which defines and boosts the original experience.

You want bullet hell 'and' fighting game? Oh boy, have I got news for you! I haven't finished the game (at the final boss - I'm
working on it), but - darn. Best first purchase I've made.. This is a cute and chill game! Pleasant way to spend an evening.. love
this game bing more. Could not get it to run stable on win 10. I tried many different different modes, reinstalls etc. Didn't seem
much differnt than Farm Frenzy 3 to be worth keeping.. What to say here? Animations are not good, voice acting is so-so, plot
is thin, navigation is a bit awkard, puzzles are rather simple... Ok this was almost so bad that it made it fun, I did finish the game
but I cant really recommend it to anyone else right now, this game needs a tad more love and care from the developper(s)...
On the bright side, I did not run into any bugs (so there IS some love from the developper :))
Not recommended (realy). This OST along with the game itself is a sheer blessing. It's a humongous shame that it's missed by
many.. Good Game to get free "Traiding Cards". ♛. i really love it even the demo is good, what would make it better if there
was downloadable content instead of mods since they would be eaiser to use and download tfor me, but overall a good game

Devblog 03/10/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

Our game development does not stand still. Here is the latest news.

 1) Generator for random labyrinths. Devblog 02/08/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

So, we share some news over the past week.
Also soon the game will be updated on Steam. Subscribe if you’re interested to try it first!

1) Control of two heroes:. Game updated!:
Greetings, friends! 

The game was updated on Steam. We ask all to download and evaluate it. We need your opinion!
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 1) List of changes. Game updated // Devblog 06/23/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We've started our summer sale on Steam! We will be glad to see new players! And now the latest news about the development.

 1) New levels. An update with 5 new levels was uploaded!:

Download update, try new levels and share your opinion in the comments! . A new character - Clara Loft!:
A new hero, an active participant in the events of the second chapter.
Meet - Clara Loft! ��
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